The King Alfred Plan

In the event of widespread, continuing and coordinated racial or civil disturbances in the United States of America, KING ALFRED, at the behest and discretion of the President, is to be put into action immediately.

**Participating Federal Agencies**
National Security Counsel (NSC)
Department of Justice (DOJ)
Central Intelligence Agency (CIA)
Department of Defense (DOD)
Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI)
Department of Interior (DOI)
Federal Emergency Mgmt. Agency (FEMA)
Immigration Naturalization Service (INS)

**Participating State Agencies**
(Under Federal Jurisdiction)
National Guard Units
Reserve Units of the Army
Highway Patrol Agencies
State Police Agencies
State Emergency Mgmt. Agency (SEMA)
Disaster Relief & Civil Disturbance

**Participating County & Local Agencies**
(Under Federal Jurisdiction)
County Police
Local Town & City Police

Even before 1954, when the Supreme Court of the United States of America declared unconstitutional separate educational and recreational facilities, racial unrest and discord had become very nearly a part of the American way of life. But that way of life was very repugnant to most Americans. Since 1954, however, that unrest has resulted in the loss of life, limb, and property, and has cost the taxpayers of this nation tens of billions of dollars. And the end is not yet in sight. With Law Enforcement Agencies in this country continuing to exercise excessive force and murder of its So-called African-American citizenry. The statistics indicate that a violent confrontation is on the horizons. Why in fact given the recent uprisings in St. Louis and Cincinnati, it appears inevitable. This same injustice and violence has raised the tremendously grave question as to whether the races can ever live in peace with each other.

Each passing year and month has brought new intelligence that, despite new laws, programs passed or monies to alleviate the condition of the so-called Minority, the so-called Minority (African-Americans) is still not satisfied. Demonstration, rallies, sit-ins, marching and rioting have become a part of the familiar scene. Federal troops, State Police and National Guard Units have been called out in city after
city across the land, and America’s image as a world leader is severely damaged. Our enemies
(U.S.A.’s)
Press closer seeking the advantage, possibly at a time during one of these outbreaks of violence. The
Minority has adopted an almost military posture to gain its objectives, which are not clear to most
Americans. It is expected, therefore, that, when those objectives are denied the Minority (So-Called
African-Americans), racial war must be considered inevitable. When that emergency comes, we must
expect the total involvement of all 34 million members of the Minority, men, women and children, for
once this project is launched, its goal is to terminate, once and for all, the Minority threat to the whole
of the American society, and indeed, the Free World.

Preliminary Memo: Department of Interior

Under KING ALFRED the nation has been divided into 10 Regions (See Map). In case of a National
Emergency or Civil Disturbance, Minority members will be evacuated from the cities by federalized
national guard units, federal troops and state and local police agencies which have become federalized
under Marshall Law or Executive Order. The Minority members will be transported using public,
commercial or military transportation, and detained in nearby military interment centers, prisons or
military installations units until a further course of action has been decided.

F. E. M. A. (Federal Emergency Management Agency)

The FEMA Gulag: SECRET CONCENTRATION CAMPS

The September issue of THE OSTRICH reprinted a story from the CBA BULLETIN which listed the
following principal civilian concentration camps established in GULAG USA under the "Rex '84"
program: Ft. Chaffee, Arkansas; Ft. Drum, New York; Ft. Indian Gap, Pennsylvania; Camp A. P. Hill,
Virginia; Oakdale, California; Eglin Air Force Base, Florida; Vandenberg AFB, California; Ft. Mc Coy,
Wisconsin; Ft. Benning, Georgia; Ft. Huachuca, Arizona; Camp Krome, Florida. The February
OSTRICH printed a map of the expanding Gulag. Although this listing and map stirred considerable
interest, the report was not new.

For at least 20 years, knowledgeable Patriots have been warning of these sinister plots to incarcerate
dissidents opposing plans of the "Elitist Syndicate" for a totalitarian "New World Order". Indeed, the
plot was recognized with the insidious encroachment of "regionalism" back in the 1960's. As early as
1968, the "greatest land steal in history" leading to global corporate socialism, was in a ""Master
Land Plan"" for the United States by "Executive Orders" involving water resource regions,
population movement and control, pollution control, zoning and land use, navigation and
environmental bills, etc. Indeed, the real undercover aim of the so-called "Environmental
Rennaissance" has been the abolition of private property.

All prelude to the total grab of the "World Conservation Bank", as THE OSTRICH has been
reporting. The map on this page and the list of executive orders available for imposition of
an "emergency" are from 1970s files of the late Gen. "P. A. Del Valle" ALERT, sent us by "Merritt
Newby", editor of the now defunct AMERICAN CHALLENGE.

Wake up Americans! The Bushoviks have approved Gorbachev's imposition of "Emergency" to
suppress unrest. Henry Kissinger and his clients hardly missed a day's profits in their deals with the
butchers of Tienanmen Square. Are you next?

SUBJECT: Executive Orders APPLICABLE EXECUTIVE ORDERS

The following "Executive Orders", now recorded in the Federal Register, and therefore accepted by Congress as the law of the land, can be put into effect at any time an emergency is declared:

10995 – All communications media seized by the Federal Government.

10997 – Seizure of all electrical power, fuels, including gasoline and minerals.

10998 – Seizure of all food resources, farms and farm equipment.

10999 – Seizure of all kinds of transportation, including your personal car, and control of all highways and seaports.

11000 – Seizure of all civilians for work under Federal supervision.

11001 – Federal takeover of all health, education and welfare.

11002 – Postmaster General empowered to register every man, woman and child in the U.S.A.

11003 – Seizure of all aircraft and airports by the Federal Government.

11004 – Housing and Finance authority may shift population from one locality to another. Complete integration.

11005 – Seizure of railroads, inland waterways, and storage facilities.

11051 – The Director of the Office of Emergency Planning authorized to put Executive Orders into effect in "times of increased international tension or financial crisis". He is also to perform such additional functions as the President may direct.

A Dangerous Fact Not Generally Known

THESE EXECUTIVE ORDERS GROSSLY AND FLAGRANTLY VIOLATE ARTICLE 4 SECTION 4 OF THE CONSTITUTION OF THE UNITED STATES. "THE UNITED STATES SHALL GUARANTEE TO EVERY STATE IN THIS UNION A REPUBLICAN FORM OF GOVERNMENT, AND SHALLPROTECT EACH OF THEM AGAINST INVASION; AND ON APPLICATION OF THE LEGISLATURE, OR OF THE EXECUTIVE (WHEN THE LEGISLATURE CANNOT BE CONVENSED) AGAINST DOMESTIC VIOLENCE." "REGIONAL GOVERNMENT IS NOT A REPRESENTATIVE REPUBLICAN FORM OF GOVERNMENT!"

When Government gets out of hand and can no longer be controlled by the people, short of violent overthrow as in 1776, there are two sources of power which are used by the dictatorial government to
keep the people in line: the Police Power and the Power of the Purse (through which the necessities of
life can be withheld). And both of these powers are no longer balanced between the three Federal
Branches, and between the Federal and the State and local Governments. These powers have been
taken over, with the permission of the Federal Legislature and the State Governments, by the Executive
Branch of the Federal Government and all attempts to reclaim that lost power have been defeated.

Stated simply: the dictatorial power of the Executive rests primarily on three basis: Executive Order
11490, Executive Order 11647, and System which is operated through the new and all-powerful Office
of Management and Budget.

E. O. 11490 is a compilation of some 23 previous Executive Orders, signed by Nixon on Oct. 28, 1969,
and outlining emergency functions which are to be performed by some 28 Executive Departments and
Agencies whenever the President of the United States declares a national emergency (as in defiance of
an impeachment edict, for example). Under the terms of E. O. 11490, the President can declare that a
national emergency exists and the Executive Branch can:

- Take over all communications media
- Seize all sources of power Take charge of all food resources
- Control all highways and seaports Seize all railroads, inland waterways, airports, storage
  facilities Commandeer all civilians to work under federal supervision
- Control all activities relating to health, education, and welfare Shift any segment of the
  population from one locality to another Take over farms, ranches, timberized properties
- Regulate the amount of your own money you may withdraw from your bank, or savings and
  loan institution.

All of these and many more items are listed in 32 pages incorporating nearly 200,000 words, providing
and absolute bureaucratic dictatorship whenever the President gives the word.

Executive Order 11647 provides the regional and local mechanisms and manpower for carrying out the
provisions of E. O. 11490. Signed by Richard Nixon on Feb. 10, 1972, this Order sets up Ten Federal
Regional Councils to govern Ten Federal Regions made up of the fifty still existing States of the Union.

Check out this book for the inside scoop on the "secret" Constitution.
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The 10 Federal Regions

REGION I: Connecticut, Massachusetts, New Hampshire, Rhode Island, Vermont. Regional Capitol:
Boston
REGION II: New York, New Jersey, Puerto Rico, Virgin Island. Regional Capitol: New York City

REGION III: Delaware, Maryland, Pennsylvania, Virginia, West Virginia, District of Columbia. Regional Capitol: Philadelphia

REGION IV: Alabama, Florida, Georgia, Kentucky, Mississippi, North Carolina, Tennessee. Regional Capitol: Atlanta

REGION V: Illinois, Indiana, Michigan, Minnesota, Ohio, Wisconsin. Regional Capitol: Chicago

REGION VI: Arkansas, Louisiana, New Mexico, Oklahoma, Texas. Regional Capitol: Dallas-Fort Worth

REGION VII: Iowa, Kansas, Missouri, Nebraska. Regional Capitol: Kansas City

REGION VIII: Colorado, Montana, North Dakota, South Dakota, Utah, Wyoming. Regional Capitol: Denver

REGION IX: Arizona, California, Hawaii, Nevada. Regional Capitol: San Francisco


Supplementing these Then Regions, each of the States is, or is to be, divided into sub regions, so that Federal Executive control is provided over every community.

Then, controlling the budgeting and the programming at every level is that politico-economic system known as PPBS.

The President need not wait for some emergency such as an impeachment ouster. He can declare a National Emergency at any time, and freeze everything, just as he has already frozen wages and prices. And the Congress, and the States, are powerless to prevent such an Executive Dictatorship, unless Congress moves to revoke these extraordinary powers before the Chief Executive moves to invoke them.

THESE EXECUTIVE ORDERS GROSSLY AND FLAGRANTLY VIOLATE THE INTENT AND PURPOSE OF ARTICLE 4 SECTION 3. THERE IS NO PROVISION IN THIS SECTION OR THE CONSTITUTION OF THE UNITED STATES FOR FORMING A REGIONAL STATE OUT OF A GROUP OF STATES! FURTHER, THESE EXECUTIVE ORDERS GROSSLY AND FLAGRANTLY VIOLATE THE 9TH AND 10TH AMENDMENTS TO THE CONSTITUTION!

By Proclaiming and Putting Into Effect Executive Order No. 11490, the President would put the United
States under TOTAL MARTIAL LAW AND MILITARY DICTATORSHIP! The Guns Of The American People Would Be Forcibly Taken!